Psycosocial experiences of the internet in a group of adolescents: A qualitative content analysis
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Abstract
Background: Social networking has a dramatically increasing trend among adolescents. By creating novel models of content production, distribution, and reception, this space has introduced opportunities and threats for adolescents, which must be understood in relation with their health status. This study was conducted with the aim of describing the psychosocial experiences of Iranian adolescents in the Internet's virtual space.

Methods: The present qualitative formal content analysis was conducted in Mashhad a city Iran. The participants included 32 adolescents of 13-18 years of age. Data were collected through 32 semi-structured individual and group interviews with maximum variation. The data were recorded, transcribed, and then analyzed via MAXQ 10 software.

Results: In this study, 2 main themes of “moving towards constructiveness” and “perceiving social and psychological tensions” were formed. Accordingly, 9 subcategories were formulated including: increasing the social capital, a good feeling in life, escaping loneliness, being seen in the social network, intelligent selection of content, perceived threats, temptation, decline of behavioral values and principles, and emotional and social helplessness.

Conclusion: Adolescents’ positive and negative experiences in the Internet form based on personal and environmental factors. These experiences affect the mental and social dimensions of their health. These factors call for the attention of scholars and policymakers for developing enabling strategies for adolescents, and their families and for experts for promoting adolescents’ health.
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Introduction

Today, social networking in the Internet is an important part of social life (1). The use of social networks in the internet dramatically has increased among adolescents in the past decades. Adolescents are the most active users of social networks. Studies show that they spend a considerable part of their daily life interacting with social networks (2). Based on a survey in the Pew Research Center (2015), 89% of adolescents have reported the use of at least one and 71% reported more than one social network (3). Access to various virtual networks has become an epidemic among most Iranian social groups including the youth and adolescents (4), with numerous positive and negative outcomes for them. Social networks influence three aspects of adolescent’s growth and development: the sense of belonging, psychological well-being, and the process of identity growth (5). With the emergence and popularity of the Internet, Internet-based networks known as social networks were introduced. Relations in the social net-

What is “already known” in this topic:
Findings provide an insight into how youth identity and experiences are formed in the Internet networked space. Also the advantages of online technologies have been reported for elevating self-confidence, perceived social support, social capital, experience of a certain identity, and opportunities for self-disclosure, and their harmful effects have been reported as increasing exposure to damage, social isolation, depression, and cyber-abuse.

What this article adds:
Adolescents take part in virtual social networks according to their personal capabilities and social and family potentials. Virtual socializing experiences may have a significant effect on various dimensions of adolescents’ health.
Adolescents’ psychosocial experiences of the Internet

works have created a novel, expansive, and variable environment which is self-productive in content, self-regulating in distribution, and self-selecting in reception by the audience (6).

Recent innovations in the Internet’s virtual space, with their numerous and extensive functions, have introduced challenges as well as benefits and welfare for humans. The motivation for many such innovations is providing welfare and comfort and strengthening human values in order to achieve perfection; nevertheless, the misuse of these tools has occasionally harmed people’s body, morality, and soul, and transformed their cultural values and social behaviors (7).

The Internet has an important impact on the sociocultural structure of contemporary societies and Iran has also been influenced by this factor. In today’s world, new communication technologies have created enormous changes and complex in human relations and created a new form of behavior patterns (8). Cyberspace provides an opportunity to interact with individuals and social groups with the diversity of thoughts and beliefs, traditions, languages and religions in this space (9). The family plays an important role in Iranian culture (10). Due to the effects of virtual socializing, behaviors and attitudes such as cultural beliefs and norms have changed in the Iranian society, especially the younger generation (9).

In this space, people build friendships and enmities and share experiences of actual world (11). These networks create paradoxes for social relations. On the one hand, they facilitate online groups and relations, and on the other, they are a source of isolation and exclusion (5).

Zare et al. has demonstrated the perceptions of Iranian female and male university students of the destructive effects of cell phone-based virtual social networks on family, moral, cultural, religious, mental, and physical dimensions (4). Another study on the unwished experiences of the youth has shown sexual solicitation and online abuse as threats to the users (12). Findings of Davis in 2016 provide an insight into how youth identity and experiences are formed in the Internet’s networked space. As a response to a preplanned scenario, participants spoke of the advantages of multiple online profiles, mentioned mental health issues and hateful discussions, and pointed to the fact that they could express themselves more freely in online spaces than in offline spaces such as the school (13). The youth receive different information from various sources including new communication technologies, especially the Internet, which results in the emergence of virtual networks and, consequently, social capital. The constructed social capital could strengthen the relations. However, the information resulting from these networks is modified and reproduced within communities. The youth and adolescents make use of available sources and select from among them in order to continually define and redefine their identities. The virtual space, especially the Internet, which is partly responsible for the process of globalization, provides for youth the opportunity for communicating without the supervision of others, especially parents, and can potentially affect the process of socialization and role relations among the youth and adolescents (14).

Some researchers analyzed psychological aspects of the Internet from a negative viewpoint; however, it should be pointed out that the cultural concepts shared in this space create a mental environment which facilitates excellence and prosperity by providing opportunities for thought and experience (15). In a systematic study, the advantages of online technologies have been reported for elevating self-confidence, perceived social support, social capital, experience of a certain identity, and opportunities for self-disclosure, and their harmful effects have been reported as increasing exposure to damage, social isolation, depression, and cyber-abuse (16).

In the Internet knowledge, skills, and behavioral and moral rules are constantly questioned. In such conditions, adolescents who look for gaining new experiences and discovering themselves face some complexities in this space. Various factors influence the life and socialization of adolescents, and the Internet exerts a wide spectrum of such influences on adolescents. Although the Internet has an influential role on all aspects of adolescents’ life, no deep qualitative study has yet been conducted on Iranian adolescents in this regard. Most qualitative studies have been conducted on the young people, and studies on adolescents have mostly been quantitative and focused on a single dimension of this new phenomenon including the psychological dimension. To understand different dimensions of this phenomenon, the present study aimed to describing the psychosocial experiences of Iranian adolescents in the Internet’s virtual space.

**Methods**

**Design**

This research is a qualitative formal content analysis. Content analysis is the method of analyzing written, spoken, or visual messages, and the raw data resulting from these analyses are summarized and categorized. In formal content analysis, categories and their names emerge from the data (17).

**Setting and Participants**

The sampling began in March 2015 and ended in September 2016 in Mashhad, Iran. The participants of this study were selected using purposive sampling. Sampling was performed on female and male adolescents with maximum variation in level of education, social and economic status, and age, until the data were saturated with the participation of 32 adolescents. Inclusion criteria were being adolescent (13-18 years old) and Iranian. The interviews were conducted in the natural life environments such as schools, parks, cultural centers, and online game clubs, which facilitated access to adolescents.

**Data collection**

Data were collected through semi-structured individual (18 teenagers) and group face-to-face interviews (2 group discussions with 18 participants). Sampling was done by taking the maximum variance. The interviews began with the general topic, “Tell us about your experiences with using the Internet’s virtual space” and continued with fol-
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low-up questions such as “What do you mean?” or “Can you explain more?” to collect more information. Each interview lasted for 50-110 minutes and was recorded with the participants’ informed consent. Group interviews were conducted in two separate groups for girls or boys, with 8 people each, and lasted for 90-120 minutes.

**Data Analysis**

The interviews were first transcribed on paper and, after multiple thorough reviews, turned into semantic units. These semantic units were then summarized, resulting in codes and categories, and categories which repeated systematically led to themes. Data analysis was performed in parallel with data collection.

**Trustworthiness**

Long engagement, triangulation in data collection (recorded interviews, group discussions, and notes), reviewing observer revisions, and continuous comparison of data were used for data validation. Dependability demonstrates the reliability and consistency of data. For this purpose, we used member checks and external checks. Rich description of data contributed to the transferability of the study (18).

**Ethical Considerations**

Ethical considerations in the study included obtaining written informed consent forms from the participants, anonymous recording of the interviews, privacy of the information resulting from their experiences, and freedom to exit the study whenever they want.

**Results**

Thirty-two 13-18-year-old adolescents (16 girls and 16 boys) participated in this study. Twenty-eight (87.5%) were students and 4 (12.5%) were not. Five participants (16%) lived with one of their parents because of divorce or the death of one parent. The dimensions of their families were 1-7. The themes emerged after data analysis, which were including 2 main themes of “moving towards constructiveness” with 5 sub-categories and “perceiving social and psychological stress” with 4 sub-categories (Table 1).

1. Moving towards constructiveness

A number of participants use the virtual world of the Internet in a constructive and forward-moving path. They said that using the Internet had positive outcomes in different dimensions of their lives, such as providing a good feeling in life, increasing the social capital, being seen in the social network, escaping loneliness, and intelligent selection of content.

1.1. Having a good feeling

Most participants suggested that they encounter different things in the Internet’s virtual space and gain much information, which help them have a good feeling in life. For example, contents, films, and advertisements which inform them of everything around the world give them a sense of being up-to-date and guide them towards constructiveness by increasing their self-confidence, providing opportunities for the development of their social roles, and giving them a good feeling. Participants stated:

“Virtual spaces help us live better and learn about everything. That’s what life is all about. How can we live without these? Life is being online and up-to-date. I get a positive energy and a good feeling. I can do things such as designing my house, learning about clothes and haircut fashions, brands of cars, and lots of other things. Telegram is good for communication; I am in touch with my friends; it also has many other features which make me feel up-to-date. On the other hand, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter bring me the world news and give me the feeling of being up-to-date, which is good for me” (Participant 11, 14-year-old boy).

“Well, I learn about new discoveries in the virtual world which is really good for life; good moral messages help me learn a lot and open my mind” (Participant 1, 18-year-old girl).

“I have Telegram. There are messages and pictures sent there or elsewhere online which could boost our morale, really increase our self-confidence, make us select a goal for ourselves, and think about our future, and these help us become a successful person for ourselves and the society” (Participant 4, 14-year-old girl).

“Internet and Telegram have helped me a lot with my social activities; they have helped me with publishing some news I have prepared” (Participant 5, 16-year-old girl).

1.2. Increasing the social capital

While speaking of their experiences in the Internet's virtual space, participants mentioned the social support they had gained through encouragement and sympathy, and also the facilitation of social relations which had had a positive effect on them.

“Well, I am a member of social networks. People message me and say, ‘Bravo for your behavior’; they encourage me; so I will post more” (Participant 10, 17-year-old girl).

“I use virtual social networks to attract my classmates and expand my friendships and social relations” (Participant 8, 18-year-old boy).

“ ‘I think it’s better to use social networks, since I have found long-lost friends which felt good’ (Participant 22, 18-year-old boy).

1.3. Being seen in the social network

Self-assertion, satisfaction with playing a role, and be-
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Among the experiences of participants in the Internet’s virtual world which give them a feeling of pleasantness, worth, and self-confidence. “I have set a picture of hijab as my profile picture and post my own writings. Many say, ‘You know and understand more than your age’. They say, ‘You can decide what to do’, which is pleasant for me” (Participant 10, 17-year-old girl).

“When I reasonably argue with my friends and family in Internet networks, they count on me more and say, ‘He understands a lot and we can count on him.’” (Participant 7, 18-year-old boy).

1.4. Escaping loneliness

Most participants complained of loneliness, mostly because their parents worked or did not pay attention to them, the interaction gap with their parents, small family dimensions, and lack of recreational facilities. To escape loneliness and achieve a good feeling in life, they took refuge in the virtual world of the Internet.

“One of the advantages of networks and Telegram is that they are entertaining. There are not enough recreational and sport facilities, or they are expensive. It is expensive to go to a gym or pool” (group interview, Participant 31, 17-year-old boy).

“I am always alone. I’m not allowed to go out. My mom works late. I use virtual networks in Telegram mostly for escaping loneliness and communicating with my friends” (Participant 14, 16-year-old girl).

1.5. Intelligent selection of content

Most participants make intelligent selection of content on the Web and follow contents which lead them towards constructiveness, with an understanding of positive and negative aspects of the Internet’s virtual space as a double-edged sword, with skills of media literacy, and by relying on family and environmental capacities.

“Well, it’s a double-edged sword; it depends on us how to use it; if we have definite goals for our lives, we’ll use it according to those goals. I have a goal; I want to be helpful for my family and society” (Participant 17, 13-year-old girl).

“I used to think the Internet and virtual networks were bad; but now I see they are good, if we think positively and do not follow bad things. If we try to use them well, nothing bad will happen. I use good texts and pictures people send and try to behave and talk accordingly” (Participant 20, 14-year-old girl).

“I have principles in my mind and am committed to behave accordingly in these social networks” (Participant 5, 16-year-old girl).

“I try to behave properly in virtual networks where boys and other people are members. I try not to behave such that they would abuse me or behave as they wished. I behave such that I can keep my dignity” (Participant 10, 17-year-old girl).

“Three years ago I met two or three girls on a network called Nice One. Even back then, I had boundaries based on the performance and values of my family. I didn’t get numbers from anyone. I respect my own boundaries and try to have a calm and good life” (Participant 8, 18-year-old boy).

2. Perceiving social and psychological tensions

The experience of virtual world has brought about extremely stressful conditions for some participants. They had encountered temptations, perceived numerous threats, and experienced emotional and social helplessness. Moreover, many asserted that the behavioral principles and values that had been important to them have faded over Internet virtual interactions.

2.1. Temptation of the Internet space

The feeling of temptation of the Internet's virtual space was one of the sub-categories of perceiving mental and social stress, emerging from the experiences of participants. Most participants stated that inclination towards new experiences and their pleasures have tempted them to act upon them. Moreover, a feeling of catharsis and relief from mental and psychological conflicts was important for participants. They considered the Internet’s virtual space as a haven for escaping sexual needs and easing their discomforts to gain tranquility, because they faced limitations in the release of emotions.

“I want to experience and enjoy. In the virtual space, I noticed addictive drugs are used and I tried to use as well, but I felt disgusted and didn’t continue to use anymore. The next time I saw and experienced something else” (Participant 29, 17-year-old boy).

“Some Internet networks and contents are tempting, for example those which teach sex. I am tempted to open them. Temptation has happened to me a lot. As soon as I type a word on the Internet, I see the +18 sign. This is really tempting, and I want to open the link with a proxy to see what it is” (group discussion, Participant 17, 15-year-old boy).

“We are facing a fashionable world in the virtual space which has changed our behaviors under the influence of people in virtual networks and made us take up behaviors which others call ‘open-mindedness’. This is promiscuity” (group interview, Participant 27, 14-year-old girl).

“There are Telegram channels which have endangered all dimensions of our lives, because they are tempting and vastly advertised. We are thirsty for opening any picture we see” (group interview, Participant 23, 16-year-old boy).

“If I am sad with daily activities and being busy, I turn to them to calm down. Or when I feel lustful, I want to satisfy it, so I turn to them” (Participant 9, 13-year-old boy).

2.2. Emotional and social helplessness

The realities perceived by adolescents in the virtual world include emotional separation from their families, emotional gap in the Internet’s virtual world, distancing from the real life, and decrease in social interactions, which result in oblivion to self and others and bring about a sense of emotional and social helplessness for the participants.
“There is some kind of emotional divorce in my family. I am distancing from my mom, and my direct relations with friends and relatives has become limited” (group interview, Participant 25, 15-year-old girl).

“We leave the real world behind because the Internet’s virtual world, like Clash, is addictive. They have decreased our actual relations. Virtual relations have distanced us from everything” (group interview, Participant 32, 17-year-old boy).

“Telegram is addictive. It makes us fall behind our life. It increases mental conflict. The goals seem unimportant to us and we do not follow them. We lose relations with the family. It has also reduced face-to-face social interactions” (Participant 5, 16-year-old girl).

“Relations in networks are devoid of feelings. Relations have also decreased. I see my neighbor, say hi, and pass. I do not interact with them anymore. These things affect my morale and I can’t turn back. I easily make friends in these networks, but our relationships are useless and we break up after a couple of weeks. Social relations are better, with a higher affective load and happiness in the real world” (Participant 12, 16-year-old boy).

2.3. Decline of behavioral values and principles

Adolescents stated in their experiences that they face contents in the Internet’s virtual space that have brought about a decline in behavioral values and principles they had been committed to before. They say:

“Foreign role-models are extremely influential. We have many complexes because of the limitations, and we face paradoxes in the society. We see actresses wear hijab in movies, but when their pictures go viral in networks, we see they don’t. We have forgotten our origins and lost our values because of people on the Internet and in virtual networks” (group interview, Participant 21, 16-year-old girl).

“It’s like a trap. The further you go, the further you want to go. It feels good. I am like this now. I have learned many things I hadn’t been familiar with. Many good behaviors I had based on my values and my family’s efforts are gone and are not valuable to me anymore. Bad behaviors and foolery which I never had are now quite normal to me” (Participant 16, 14-year-old boy).

2.4. Perceived threats

Encountering a huge amount of information and various interactions in the Internet’s virtual space is one of the challenges adolescents face and among factors contributing to the sense of stress in participants, forcing them to face immoral matters and experience a sense of dependence, deficiency, routine, and decline.

“Misuse and participation in different channels and groups in Line has taken much of my time. My studies were really important, but I sacrificed them for this. Gradually, my first-semester grades became poorer. This has stopped me from progress” (Participant 1, 18-year-old girl).

“Well, 70% of these social networks are important for me now. We can connect to everyone easily and see vulgar contents. I even had access to illegal or false contents in different channels of the virtual network and the Internet. These have certain effects. I feel I’m in a new condition at this age. It is a special age. These things can influence people of my age and in a bad way” (Participant 16, 14-year-old boy).

“The use of Internet causes routines and repeated behaviors. It feels bad that some behaviors become routines. It makes you feel declining and stagnant” (group interview, Participant 26, 17-year-old girl).

Discussion

The Internet’s virtual world is coupled with a wide spectrum of experiences for students, such that they can either move towards constructiveness in this space, or face excessive tensions.

The Internet and its virtual social networks has provided new opportunities for gaining experience, having social interactions, encountering a world full of diverse contents, having a good feeling for life, escaping loneliness, increasing the social capital, being seen in the social network, and growing with intelligent selection of content for the adolescents participating in this study.

Providing an opportunity for the development and maintenance of relations in the online environment is one of the positive aspects of online technology, especially for the adolescents (5). Studies show that the use of social networks can be conducive to the psychological and social growth and well-being of adolescents (5, 19). Vossen et al. demonstrated that the use of social networks improved the capability of adolescents in understanding and sharing their emotions with their peers and enhancing their psychological health (20).

Social relations and connections are considered as a person’s social capital and asset through which one can have access to the sources and supports available in these connections (14). The use of Internet facilitates for social relations (21). The development and facilitation of social interactions and gaining social capital were among reasons mentioned in the participants’ experiences for using the Internet’s virtual networks. As an interactional space, the Internet’s virtual space reflects the same volume of social capital people possess in real life. The youth and adolescents are active in Internet’s virtual networks in order to be connected with their real friends. These networks provide the opportunity for reviving old friendships despite physical distance. The members of Internet social networks experience a sense of belonging to the community and sharing interests and opinions, and enjoy it (22). The use of virtual social networks is directly related to gaining social capital by adolescents and predicts their citizen participation (23). In addition, Internet’s virtual networks can remove the obstacles on the way of adolescents’ self-confidence by providing them with social capital (24). In a study by Li et al., (2015) conducted on students of a major state university in the US, Facebook interaction showed a positive correlation with social support. It was demonstrated that the different dimensions of social support could have various effects on the students’ well-being (25). The number of friendships in virtual social networks positively influences supportive interactions, and per-
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Received social supports are coupled with a sense of socialization and life-satisfaction (26). Membership and participation in the Internet's space increases the number of communicative networks, membership in different groups, complying with norms and rules, confidence in individuals and groups, gaining information and support, and access to various sources, which are all constitutive elements of social capital. The enhancement of social capital in Internet's virtual networks has an increasing effect on positive experiences and feelings, and a decreasing effect on negative ones, which eventually enhances happiness (27).

The adolescents’ experience of being seen in social networks is in line with the results of other studies which have demonstrated that spending time in Internet's virtual networks results in viewing oneself more positively (28). Strengthening social contacts and the sense of emotional relations with others are the other positive outcomes of engagement with Internet network spaces. Most online interactions of the youth save their friendships and enhance their sense of intimacy (29). Wang et al., (2014) showed that the social function of this medium is one of the reasons for its use and brings about a sense of well-being in users (30). Presence in chat rooms, making friends, weblogs, virtual social networks, presenting attitudes and feelings in this environment, and the opportunity for free expression are among reasons why these networks are popular among the Iranian youth (31).

A study showed that receiving positive feedbacks on Internet profiles have an impact on psychosocial well-being including identity, self-esteem and relationship formation (32). Studies suggest that self-assertion to peers can enhance personal identity and intimacy among the youth. Self-assertion can help them solve issues they face, such as identity achievement, in order to move into adulthood. The youth have a unique opportunity to express their profession, religion, and political views in this space, which specifies identity achievement in the youth and adolescents (21). A longitudinal study demonstrated that the use of the Internet's virtual networks and online self-assertion have a bidirectional effect. The effect of self-assertion on the use of virtual social networks is socialization, and the effect of self-assertion on virtual social networks is selectiveness; these effects mediate the achievement of social capital for the users (30).

The feeling of loneliness was the chief complaint of adolescents participating in this study. They stated that they felt alone because their parents worked or did not pay attention to them, the interaction gap with them, small family dimensions, and lack of recreational facilities, and that they took refuge in the virtual world of the Internet to escape loneliness and achieve a good feeling for construction. They enumerated being entertaining and helping them escape loneliness as the advantages of Internet’s virtual space which caused them happiness. Trepte et al., (2013) showed that most virtual interactions of the youth are for entertainment (33). The youth consider activities in virtual networks as an appropriate way to help them escape loneliness and fill their spare time (22). Kearney et al., (2012) reported that adolescents present their Face-book interactions on the same friendly level of their face-to-face experiences (34) and feel less lonely (35). The results of a study indicated that loneliness and anxiety predict the individual’s contact with others on Face book virtual network (36).

Adolescents participating in the present study asserted that they actively make use of media literacy skills, make intelligent selection of content, and use that space for moving towards constructiveness by setting goals for their lives, thinking positively while encountering negative aspects of the Internet’s virtual space, trying to maintain their dignity in the virtual space through correct and valuable interactions, adherence to moral and behavioral values shaped in the family by their parents, and learning from past negative experiences in the virtual space. Through their media literacy skills, the audience increases their knowledge and potential for receiving information using the media and, thus, enhances critical thinking and turns the passive unidirectional relation with the media content into an active bidirectional interaction (37). Results of studies suggest that media literacy is a protective factor from smoking (38), drinking, and other high-risk behaviors in the adolescents. Teaching media literacy to adolescents can improve their critical analysis of media contents and their use, decrease violence, and affect all the dimensions of their health (39). A study showed that adolescents with a high degree of socialization in their offline and online life had the highest level of self-concept, and that online social life had managed to increase the level of self-concept, leading to social success (40). Another study suggested that collecting information from the Internet correlated with the sense of prosperity (41). The results of a cross-sectional study on Italian adolescents demonstrated that the Internet is one of the major factors which shape identity and personal independence and develop constructive relations outside the family in adolescents, allowing them to develop their potentials for identity discovery and providing a foundation for them to act independently (42).

A systematic review of the results of recent studies shows that the Internet technology can provide more opportunities for adolescents because of emotional relations with friends and school, while other studies suggest that the use of online technologies can also result in feelings of loneliness, depression, and social anxiety in the youth and pose mental health challenges for the adolescents (43). Individuals understand themselves in online interactions, try to view their effects on others by understanding their perceptions and, if needed, manage them by different mechanisms and change their perception of others by collecting data in the Internet’s virtual space. Computer communications challenges not only impressionability management, but also the perception of self in others’ eyes. Impressionability management over the Internet is similar to rowing a boat with two shovels in a stormy river which, without skill and social understanding, may endanger different dimensions of the adolescents’ health (15).

“Perceiving mental and social tensions” was another major theme of this study with the sub-categories of temptation, perceived threats, emotional and social helplessness, and decline of behavioral values and principles.
While sharing their experiences, the adolescents participating in the present study unveiled the tensions they faced in the virtual world. They struggled with a vast amount of tempting information and interactions and faced threats and difficulties in the dimensions of their health.

The Internet is a safe haven for many adolescents to escape problems. Online relations allow and individual to create new selves for people they may not meet again, which causes confusion; nevertheless, the adolescents are stimulated to engage in online relations (19). The youth incline towards attraction, being up-to-date, and the opposite sex, and any product, service, brand, or message which lets them feel revitalized attracts them because it strengthens their confidence and belief in themselves (44). Virtual networks facilitate the emotional experiences limited and forbidden by formal and common forms in the Iranian society, including friendship and interaction with the opposite sex, for the youth and adolescents (22). A number of adolescents participating in this study are tempted to use this space because of its special attractions with regard to friendship with the opposite sex, while understanding the cultural and social limitations of the society. Sexual need has long been a major topic in human studies and has affected humans’ behaviors by occupying their minds throughout history. In line with other societies, it is evident that values, and thus sexual values, have changed in our society. Globalization generally and the effect of social networks specifically have transformed the perception of sexual needs’ satisfaction, and individuals have - knowingly or unknowingly - formed new roles of sexual interactions in the Internet's space such as friendship between girls and boys, simultaneous multiple relationships, friendship with the opposite sex, and uncommon relations including sexual relations (45).

Dependence on the Internet is one of the concerns of adolescent mental health. In a study compatible with the experiences of adolescents in the present research, a positive correlation was observed between Internet use and addiction to it. The use of online games, Internet Apps, Twitter, and other online virtual networks increases the risk of Internet addiction (46). A qualitative study on Iranian young university students has demonstrated that social networks pose serious family, moral, cultural, mental, and physical threats to young users (15). Inclination towards the use of narcotics and alcohol is among the issues faced by young Internet users, in line with the experiences of adolescents in the present study (36). Online virtual networks promote the culture of using narcotics and alcohol, and the youth are tempting factors for this use by sharing pictures of their drinking and expression their sensations (47). Researchers have shown that low self-control in adolescents is in negative correlation with parents’ positive support, aggravating Internet addiction in the adolescents (48).

The use of social network site led to cultural alienation in many societies (49). Similarly, in the present study, adolescents have confessed that Internet virtual interactions have resulted in the decline of their behavioral principles and family and social values.

Some participants have stated that overuse and misuse of the Internet may decrease family and social interactions and result in social seclusion. Yao et al., (2014) indicated that online social contact cannot be a good substitute for offline social interactions, and increasing face-to-face contact may help decrease the symptoms of Internet addiction (50). Low self-confidence (51), dissatisfaction with life (26), and being threatened and judged are correlated with extensive use of social networks, and these experiences affect the mental and social health of adolescents. Virtual social networks provide valuable support for the adolescents; on the other hand, they cause them negative experiences (52). The present study was the first to investigate the Iranian adolescents’ experiences in the Internet’s virtual space. One of the contributions of this study is that attention to the adolescents’ experiences helps understand the positive and negative aspects of their interactions in the Internet’s virtual space, which can aid scholars and policymakers in promoting health, and education experts in developing enabling strategies for the adolescents.

Conclusion

The use of Internet leads to social, psychological, and educational benefits as well as health issues for the adolescents. Adolescents take part in virtual social networks according to personal capabilities and social and family potentials and merits and experience various outcomes which may have a significant effect on different dimensions of their health.
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